
  



  

LANDSCAPE – METROPOLIS Berlin Schöneweide.
Artists: Riikka Aresalo I Ciro Beltran I Alma Heikkilä I Heli Hietala I Jane Hughes I Tapani Hyypiä I Sirpa Jokinen I Saara-Maria Kariranta I Bartlomiej Kiszka I Kaija Kiuru I Kaisu Koivisto I Erja Laakkonen I Sanna Majander I 
Pia Männikkö I Joe McGill I Anu Miettinen I Moseke & Pelda I Elva Mulchrone I Enda O’Donoghue I Mimosa Pale I Jonne Pitkänen I Eeva-Liisa Puhakka I Anni Rapinoja I Kevin Ryan I Kaisa Salmi I Michael Snoek I Hendrik 
Voerkel

Concept – Curator John Power in collaboration with Anu Miettinen, Eeva-Liisa Puhakka, Jane Hughes and LARU ART Association, Finland

Location: Former power station Rathenauhallen I Wilhelminenhofstr. 83. building 70 I 12459 Berlin – Schöneweide

Opening: Friday 10th  of July at 18:00 I opening night only performance Voyage 5 Domestic  selected by Artists´Association MUU, Finland;

a special screening of video performances by: Annette Arlander, Yvon Chabrowski, Sasha Huber, Julieta Maria, Sara Pathirane Richter, Meyer, Marx, Rah Saneie, Willem Wilhelmus, Tomasz Szrama, Carlo Zanni

Exhibition runs from 11th July to 8th August 2015 I Opening Hours: 12-18 Thurs - Sun

Landscape - Metropolis 

This large-scale exhibition of Finnish Environmental Art in collaboration with Germany-based artists takes place for the frst time in Berlin's Metropolis, creating a unique platform for the exchange of ideas between 
the two locations. The show encompasses an impressive variety of media and scale including large sculptural installations, photography, painting and video works. Concerns for the ecological and the poetic are 
knitted together  in the apt setting of this former power station in Berlin-Schönweide, literally translated to ‘pretty pasture’. Sadly all remnants of these green meadows have long since vanished following Berlin's 
industrialization. However, like the remote Finnish forests, Berlin's industrial wasteland has become the perfect playground for artists, with space and freedom for experimentation, as one can see in this dynamic 
exhibition.

This exhibition celebrates LARU ART Association, Finland's 10th anniversary, and will include Human Era, a series of video works on display during the exhibition.  LARU ART Association is a Helsinki-based non-proft 
whose purpose is to promote environmental awareness, art creation and artists collaboration.   Environmental Art is a term often used in Finland, broadly encompassing but not limited to: ephemeral, site-specifc, 
outdoor installations, city interventions, works often rejecting the white cube, engaging with natural or recycled materials, with a focus on the ecological, ethical and the socio-political themes. 

In this exhibition the viewer will experience the visceral and the tactile, in an eclectic mix of delicate materials and surreal experiences, such as Heli Hietala's eerie use of feathers in her hanging sculpture Birdies, or 
Jonne Pitkänen's strange kinetic installations hiding in the cellar.  While Kevin Ryan's House works are a playful response to the ever-growing urban environment of contemporary life, Alma Heikkilä's large scale 
painting, 10€ ( Money refers to is self) is a palpable comment on our current economic crisis and echoes the themes of Elva Mulchrone's painting  Economic Landscape V11, informed by the cyclical nature of repeat 
patterns and the consequences of macroeconomic policy through the process of painting.  Freezing moments of our high-speed digital reality of throw away imagery, Enda O'Donoghue ofers a moment’s respite in 
his slow, fastidious, almost mathematical painting, The Wet Collections. Similarly, dealing with our digital realities,  Saara-Maria Kariranta's approach embraces the possibilities of 3D printing, merging traditional 
sculptural techniques with contemporary technology.

An unassuming allure characterizes many of the artworks in this show, such as Sirpa Jokinen's birdcage installation, Chalk Scattered on a Birdcage, Dust Covering a Portrait. Kaisu Koivisto's work from the series 
Landscapes of Longing (Wünsdorf) poetically highlights our climate of uncertainties with natural scenery blemished with signs of exploitation in redundant military sites. While a strong presence is felt in the more 
contemplative paintings of Tapani Hyypiä, this contrasts again with the more chaotic, unabashedly defant and vibrant works of artist duo Moseke & Pelda.

This is just a small favour of some of the artworks to be experienced in this ambitious exhibition.  Landscape-Metropolis hints at the motif of nature in its various guises, with a plea to preserve these sacred spaces in 
the face of economic pressures, yet acknowledges the constant fux in our environment, our ever expanding cities, and the impossibility of a clear didacticism as they inevitably mesh. Despite uncertain times these 
artists, each in their own way, show their persistence to grapple with our changing environments. This exhibition is kindly supported by Bezirksamt Treptow-Köpenick Berlin, the Arts Council of Uusimaa, Finland and 
the Embassy of Ireland, Berlin. 

For more information please visit   http://berlin.g11-art.de  / LARU ART Association, Finland www.laruart.com

For more information about Performance Voyage 5 Domestic &  Artists’Association MUU visit www.muu.f

http://www.laruart.com/


  

Riikka Aresalo 

Riikka Aresalo (b.1970) lives and works in Helsinki, Finland and received her MA 
degree in Environmental Art from Aalto ARTS, 2012. Earlier she graduated from Art 
School Maa in Contemporary Art.  By her works Aresalo analyses a human being, its 
acts and existence, visible and invisible, and permanent and change in the universal 
level. She wonders when doesn´t know why and investigates what it is all about.  
Concerning Aresalo´s recent works, they have been mostly exhibited rather in urban 
environments than inside the white cube and such interventions enable 
penetrations in people´s every day living or an attendance as an uninvited guest in 
a party. But all in all, Aresalo wishes all the luck for a man´s journey.

http://riikkaaresalo.com/

Greeny Green 2 ( a sketch)

2015,  60 x 60 x 300, installation

http://riikkaaresalo.com/


  



  

Ciro Beltran

Born in 1967 in Santiago, Chile.
Studied at Instituto de Arte Contemporaneo, Escuela de Arte de la Universidad de 
Chile in Santiago and Academy of Fine Arts in Duesseldorf.  Graduated in 2001 
under tutorage of Prof Konrad Klapheck.
Director of Academy of Fine Arts Universidad Austral de Chile 2005-2007.  
Abstraction is a huge unknown mystery – Ciro Beltrán says that a painting has an 
“internal life” and he, like a mystic, looks for the “visible form of the hidden inside, 
cleverly guessed with a means of a stroke, colour and texture”. In the globalization 
era there aren’t any divisions or borderlines in art: primeval, eternal, premonition-
like things Ciro processes with cold rationalism – the forms on his canvases remind 
one of the entire imagery of organic shapes; colour is symbolic and the poetics of 
the pre-Columbian art combines quite naturally with the conceptualism and matter 
painting.

http://www.cirobeltran.com/

http://www.cirobeltran.com/


  



  

Alma Heikkilä 

Alma Heikkilä (b. 1984) lives and works in both Helsinki and Hyrynsalmi, Finland. 
Heikkilä's works consist of paintings, installations, videos and photographs. She also 
works as a curator. Themes often evolve around ecology, including the 
environment, social relations, and human subjectivity. Her work is widely defned by 
the  various dimensions of the ecological crisis. She completed an MFA at the 
Finnish Academy of Fine Arts in 2009. Her work has been shown in galleries and 
museums in Finland and other countries. Heikkilä is the co-founder of Mustarinda.

http://www.almaheikkila.net/

10€ ( Money refers to it self )
2014, acrylic and ink on canvas, 102 x 148cm

http://www.almaheikkila.net/


  



  

Heli Hietala

Heli Hietala (b. 1970) lives and works in Helsinki, Finland. Hietala's works consist of 
paintings, installations and sculptures.  She also performs with a contemporary 
dance and theatre group Hutera.  In her art the themes  explore animals, the 
environment and human-animal relations. She completed an MA at the University 
of Industrial Arts of Helsinki (Aalto University) in 2002. Her work has been shown in 
galleries and museums in Finland and other countries.

http://www.helihietala.com/

 "In the nature I follow human steps and animals.

There wondering and noticing how our human-animal nature exists.

And how it takes multiple shapes in our urban existence."

Birdies

2012, Sculpture installation, goosefeathers, 50 x 30 x 20 cm

http://www.helihietala.com/


  



  

Jane Hughes

Jane Hughes is an Irish visual artist whose works is primarily inspired by remote 
landscapes, peripheries and forgotten areas that solicit a specifc ambiguity 
between potentiality and dystopia. Her practice manifests in installation, 
photography, video and drawings.  This search for the barely visible has led to her 
most current work of twilight investigations exploring the states between 
penetrable darkness and pitch black in old forests of Scandinavia. She has shown 
work widely internationally including Galway Arts Centre Ireland, Grimmuseum, 
Berlin and State Gallery of Kallingrad, Russia, Embassy of Ireland, Berlin, Detroit 
Stockholm, Sweden. She has received awards from the Arts Council of Ireland, the 
Meath County Council, Culture Ireland and Aktion KMS Fund, Berlin. Hughes 
attained a BA in Fine Art at National College of Art & Design, Ireland (2006), MA in 
Environmental Art at Aalto University, Helsinki (2012), MA in Art in Context at 
Universität der Künste, Berlin (2010-2011).  She currently lives and works in Berlin

http://janehughes.ie/

 

http://janehughes.ie/


  



  

Tapani Hyypiä

Tapani Hyypiä (b.1955) lives and works in Helsinki, Finland.  Hyypiä is a painter.  The 
works are abstract but often have a landscape feel to them.  In his work Hyypiä 
focuses on the use of simple color combinations and basic characteristic forms to 
transfer meaning.  The subjects of his paintings come from the history of painting, 
cinema, literature and personal  experience and perception of nature.  Hyypiä 
studied art at Free Art School in Helsinki and at the University of Helsinki on several 
occasions between the years 1974  - 2000.  His works have been shown in galleries 
and museums in Finland.



  



  

Sirpa Jokinen

Installation works of Sirpa Jokinen have been site specifc using the surroundings to 
fnd alternative ways to reproduce sound, fnding literal reference and creating 
sculptural elements and in this way listen to the space.  The sound-works are based 
on feld-recordings. They are often about human presence in a certain acoustical 
environment and the soundscape there.  Sound performances are searching for 
resonances with self-built instruments accompanied with electric guitar in the 
stream of consciousness.

Chalk Scattered on a Birdcage, Dust Covering a Portrait

2015, 84cm x 81cm x 55cm, chalk powder with medium on a metal birdcage



  



  

Saara-Maria Kariranta

Saara-Maria Kariranta is a Helsinki-based sculptor (b.1974). She has graduated as 
Master of Fine Arts from the Finnish Academy of Fine Arts in 2012. Kariranta 
combines traditional sculptural techniques with contemporary technology, often in 
combination with everyday objects that are found around us.  In her recent work 
Kariranta examines human practices as a part of society. Even though her art 
addresses global social questions, she doesn´t approach these issues empirically, 
but rather with liberty to create narrative between information that is being created 
by media and research-based science.

http://www.kariranta.com/

http://www.kariranta.com/


  



  

Bartlomiej Kiszka

Bartłomiej Kiszka lives and works in Leipzig and Krakow.

www.kiszka-art.de

Abschied von der Fabrik, 2010, 100x104cm, Öl auf Leinwand



  



  

Kaija Kiuru

Kaija Kiuru was born in Sodankylä in Finnish Lapland and moved back to her native 
municipality some years ago. Nature is a close and important part of her life. Natural 
materials and environmental questions provide themes for her works of art. Beside 
art, she has also studied environmental protection and environmental education.   
Kiuru’s works often handle the changing relationship between man and nature. She 
is interested, on the one hand, in the similarity of man and nature, and on the other 
hand in the dominant role of man over the rest of nature. Forests and trees are often 
the source of materials and ideas. She has used tree trunks, branches, roots, tree 
bark, birch bark, gnarls, bracket fungi and needles. A tree may symbolise the whole 
natural world.  She is working with installations, environmental art, photographs 
and sculptures.

http://www.kaijakiuru.net/

Blocked Landscape II

2014, 60 x 110 cm, pigment print

http://www.kaijakiuru.net/


  



  

Kaisu  Koivisto

Kaisu Koivisto's  inherently multi-disciplinary practice spans installations, sculpture, 
photography, drawing and video.  An undercurrent of uncertainties tinges Koivisto's 
works. The common denominator of her works is uncomfortable matter. Materials, 
objects and structures carry information about the past. She explores aspects of the 
burden of materials contrasting with the pleasure of objects; the transience of 
materials in connection with historical background; natural scenery blemished with 
signs of exploitation in redundant military sites where massive concrete structures 
crumble and meld into the nature.   Koivisto (b. 1962) earned her MFA at the 
University of Art and Design Helsinki. She lives in Helsinki, Finland.  Kaisu Koivisto´s 
work have been shown for instance in: Museo Hendrik Christian Andersen, Rome; 
Kiasma Museum of Contemporary Art, Helsinki; Reina Sofa Museum, Madrid; PS 1, 
New York; Kumu Art Museum, Tallinn, Estonia; Tokyo Metropolitan Museum, Tokyo, 
Pori Art Museum, Pori.

http://www.kaisukoivisto.com/

From the series Landscapes of Longing (Wünsdorf )

2014,100 x 150 cm, Pigment print mounted on aluminium composite

http://www.kaisukoivisto.com/


  



  

Erja Laakkonen

Erja Laakkonen (b. 1955) is a visual artist living and working in Helsinki, Finland. She 
graduated 1994 from Art School Maa (former Maharishi Art Academy).  She has the 
membership of the Finnish Painters´ Union and The Photographic Artists’ 
Association. Her works consist of handmade photographic and graphic prints, Atist' 
books, Mail Art, drawings, paintings, installations, photographing and 
Environmental Art. She also has worked as a producer in several   Environmental Art 
Exhibitions  in Finland. Besides the artistic work she works in care home for mental 
patients.

Dolls  

2011, gumoilprints, 10 X 30x30x4 cm



  



  

Sanna Majander

Textile and environmental artist Sanna Majander’s (born 1974) work focuses on 
ethics, ecology and material orientation. Her art is based on handicraft art 
traditions, but it also has clear parallels between the art of painting, sculpture and 
conceptual art tradition. The material may itself be a message, and not just part of 
the expression. Although the use of recycled materials and ethics are characteristic 
of the artist's work, ecology does not distinctively defne the content of the works.  
Majander graduated as a textile artist, Master of Art, from University of Art and 
Design, Helsinki 2002. Her artwork has been presented in solo exhibitions since 
1999, and she has been participating group exhibitions both abroad and in Finland. 
Her artworks are in collections of several museums and Art Collection of the Finland 
State. In addition to artistic work, she has worked as a teacher, textile designer and 
curator.

Chandelier 

2011, 35 x 70 cm, mixed media



  



  

Pia Männikkö

Pia Männikkö graduated at 2010 from The Glasgow School of Art’s Sculpture and 
Environmental Art department. In 2014 she got a Master of Fine Art degree from 
the Finnish Art Academy in Helsinki. Männikkö uses diverse materials and mediums 
from wood and textile to video and photography. Her sculptures, photographs and 
installations have been presented in several museums, galleries and art 
happenings, for example at Mänttä Art Festival and Art Museum of Lahti in Finland, 
Armory Gallery in Sydney, Australia, The Royal Scottish Academy in Edinburgh, 
Scotland and Open Art Biennale in Örebro, Sweden.  This year Männikkö will have 
two works in Occupy space! –exhibition in Rovaniemi  Art Museum in northern 
Finland, and she will be spending the last three months of 2015 in Triangle 
residence in New York.   

http://piamannikko.com/

Some people knit

2014, masking tape, variable  sizes

http://piamannikko.com/


  



  

Joe McGill

" Mcgill is an artist who makes exquisite, delicate, three-dimensional reliefs on a tiny 
scale, using actual objects to infuse his sophisticated metaphors with fresh, even 
startling, visual relevance. Realism can sometimes be confused with a certain 
brutalist approach to the subject matter, but Mcgill's realism is entirely poetic, and 
his selection of tiny objects to carry quite a serious weight of ideas shows a 
particularly sure instinct that is becoming ever more skilled."

- Dorothy Walker

http://www.joemcgill.com/

Sometimes the Mountain Obscures the Sky

2013, 41 X 33cm, Oil on Canvas Board

http://www.joemcgill.com/


  



  

Anu Miettinen

Anu Miettinen (b. 1975) is a visual artist living and working in Helsinki, Finland. She 
graduated as a painter from Vapaa Taidekoulu / Free Art School in 1998 and as a 
visual artist from Lahti Art Institute 2013. Miettinen is multidisciplinary artist and 
she is using as her media moving and still image, environmental art, performance, 
installation and drawing. Currently she is working as a specialist and coordinator of 
the environmental art in the Art Promotion Center Finland.  Her work has been 
presented in many exhibitions since her debut exhibition in 1997, and she has 
participated actively in group exhibitions in Finland and internationally as Mupis in 
Valencia, Pereuchet in St. Petersburg, Face to Face in Kuntsi Museum of Modern Art, 
Kiasma contemporary Museum in Helsinki. Her artworks are presented in 
collections including Lars Swanljung Collection, Kuntsi Museum of Modern Art 
Collection, Saskia Collection and in numerous Private Collections.

http://www.anumiettinen.com/

http://www.anumiettinen.com/


  



  

Moseka & Pelda

creating, generating, developing, 

discovering, penetrating, expanding, 

evaluating, deciding, distributing, 

showing, provoking, connecting, 

feeling, seeing, thinking, 

searching and fnding a common art

-moseke & pelda

The artist duo work together in Berlin since 2005.

http://www.moseke-pelda.de/

http://www.moseke-pelda.de/


  



  

Elva Mulchrone

Elva Mulchrone lives and works in Dublin and Berlin. She is an alumnus of the 
economics department in Trinity College Dublin and and her work is informed 
by economics, social science and literature. She is a student in Fine Art (Paint) 
at The National College of Art and Design, Dublin. Since April she has been 
attending UdK Berlin under Professor Gina Burdass.The rhythm in 
relationships, the role of structures, the cyclical nature of repeat patterns and 
the consequences of macroeconomic policy forms the basis of her current 
work, together with the apparent inevitability of “inequality” within an economic 
context.  Mulchrone’s work has been selected for many exhibitions, including 
the RDS, Dublin, the Bourn Vincent Gallery, Limerick, The Luan Gallery, 
Athlone and The 185th RHA Annual Exhibition, Dublin. She has been awarded 
grants and bursaries including the Mainie Jellet Travel Bursary 2015 to attend 
the Bassi Brugnatelli conducting Symposium in Italy.

Economic landscape V11, 2015, oil and ink and acrylic on canvass, 110cm x 110cm



  



  

Enda O’Donoghue

Enda O’Donoghue’s work presents a forensic interest into the construction, the 
language and the mediated world of digital images together with an ongoing 
dialogue with the medium and process of painting.  Hovering between the 
realms of abstraction and representation, between the mathematical encoded 
and the organic, O’Donoghue’s paintings are the result of a process which is 
highly analytical and methodical and yet inviting of errors, misalignments and 
glitches. The imagery comes almost exclusively from found photographs 
sourced from the Internet, where he plays with random throw- away moments 
of everyday life, merging them together in various interconnected themes. In 
O’Donoghue’s work, the painterliness of his technique works with the 
disposable nature of his subjects to make the work sometimes poignant and 
melancholic, or alternatively brittle and harsh. His work is deeply influenced by 
the digital high speed reality we now live in and he transports these seemingly 
meaningless sound- bite images from a place of apparent futility to one that 
questions and searches for meaning through the transformative act of 
painting.  Enda O’Donoghue was born in Ireland in 1973 and has been living 
and working in Berlin since 2002.

http://www.endaodonoghue.com/

The Wet Collections  (  2013  )  Oil on Canvas  , 200 x 200 cm

http://www.endaodonoghue.com/


  



  

Mimosa Pale

Sculptor and performance artist Mimosa Pale (b. 1980) lives and works in Berlin 
(GER) and Pori (FIN).  Mimosa Pale (MFA) studied art in Birmingham, Helsinki and 
Paris. Her artwork is a synthesis of sculpture and performance art. In her often 
interactive work, humour, lust and celebration lead to carnevalesque staging. She 
likes to switch context - from museum, gallery, theatre or street to church. In 
addition, she acts in cabaret shows with her singing saw, creates interventions in 
public space and builds site specifc sculptures. Mimosa Pale`s work has been on 
various international performance art festivals.  

mimosapale.com

Face Theatre Hats, mixed media. Photo Mika Minetti



  



  

Jonne Pitkänen

Echoes of the Fantastic 3, is an installation built from fuorescent painted recycled 
plastic materials, kinetic objects, smoke, lazer beams and sound.  Echoes of the 
Fantastic 3 is building an image of a relationship with three women.  It 's another 
dive forward, a primal scream, a hole in the door for a new visual form to 
understand better a repeating insufcient, codependent, demonic pattern in love 
afairs. It is desperate yet still hopeful attempt to break through and bring broken 
pieces together in new form and bright new colors. It's another dive forward. It's a 
primal scream. It's a hole in the door...

http://www.jonnepitkanen.net/

Echoes of the Fantastic 3, installation.

http://www.jonnepitkanen.net/


  



  

Eeva Liisa Puhakka 

Eeva Liisa Puhakka is a Finnish artist based in Berlin working with media art, video 
art, installations and environmental art.  Puhakka creates art works which are 
moments, atmospheric experiences and narratives at the same time.  Her works 
appear like surreal images in which fction and reality meet, meanings shift, past 
and present fuse. By putting the viewer in the middle of the installation, she creates 
the work through direct experience and experience transmitted through images, 
sound, objects and even smells. By applying a poetic language she absorbs the 
storytelling art in art practice. The personal history and past tradition are as 
important.  Time, memory and histories always play the key roles in her works. 
Puhakka has presented her works in  Finland, Sweden, Norway, Iceland, Germany, 
Poland, Russia, Senegal and the United States.

http://www.eeva-liisa.net/

http://www.eeva-liisa.net/


  



  

Anni Rapinoja

My artworks are created in a collaboration with nature.   I'll say it's my work 
fellow;needles, lingonberries, reeds, bog worthleberries, cotton grasses, deers, 
rabbits...  My own specialty turf is northern, minimalistic nature.  I study, collect, 
press, organize, form material produced by my "fellow workers" to various art pieces 
and series.  Working ties in seamlessly with the rest of my life, it includes close 
contact with nature and wonderment around it.  The creative process is a concrete, 
often very slow work, it's difcult to locate the start or end point.  I am involved as a 
small part of the cycles of nature.

www.rapinoja.com

Blanket of the Forest, material needles of pine, dimensions 2m x 3m, 2007.   

http://www.rapinoja.com/


  



  

Kevin Ryan

Kevin Ryan is a visual artist and musician based in Berlin.
The "House" artworks form part of an ongoing project in response to the ever-
growing urban environment of contemporary life. Taking the 'objet trouvé', as 
employed by Robert Rauschenberg, Christo and Jean-Claude, and the street art of 
the cities of Europe as a reference point for the process, these sculptures are 
generated in multiple iterations as a means to explore our temporality, fragility and 
subsistence in an urban landscape and the tensions that exist; simplicity and furore, 
noise and silence, the everyday and the poetic within.



  



  

Kaisa Salmi

Kaisa Salmi is Helsinki based artist, who works with performances, installations, 
environmental  art, videos and communal art projects. She is completing her 
doctoral thesis in contemporary art at Aalto University. Salmi directed 2013 a huge 
performance and a flm concerning Finnish civil war 1918. Over 10 000 Finns 
participated the performance. Salmi  is interested in issues with masses and politics. 
Her eye-catching works are noticed highly in Finnish media and abroad. She brings 
social and political pain points visible.  Salmi has master degrees in Theatre Arts and 
Environmental Arts.

http://www.kaisasalmi.net/

http://www.kaisasalmi.net/


  



  

Michael Snoek

Born 1946 in Elmshorn, Schleswig-Holstein, Germany.  Lives and works in fBannow, 
Ireland.  His photography can be described as unstaged of-road street 
photography,  capturing ‘history’ before evidence fades away.  Has exhibited in 
galleries and museums  in Italy, Germany, Ireland and Belgium.  Photos of  Michael 
Snoek are found in private collections in Ireland, USA, Belgium, Germany & 
Switzerland &  Museum Collection  Museo del Sigillo, Palazzina delle Arte, La Spezia, 
Italy.

http://snoek-photography.com/



  



  

Hendrik Voerkel

  

Born in Leipzig 1977. Study of painting and graphics at the Academy of Visual Arts 
Leipzig with Prof. Gille and Prof. Schröter. Diploma in 2008.  Exhibitions at G2 
Kunsthalle, Leipzig, Kunstverein Gießen, Kunstverein Bayreuth, Galerie Hof, 
Brüggen, Galerie Genscher, Hamburg, Ufofabrik Gallery, Italy, Cavanacor Gallery, 
Ireland and Pinacoteca de la Universidad Colima, Mexico.  Solo exhibitions at Galerie 
Leipziger Schule, Archiv Massiv, Leipzig, and G11 Gallery, Berlin.

Ausnahmezustand, 2010, 150 x 200 cm, oil on canvas
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